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Abstract 

The beam transpo~ system for the CEBAF Muaxial FEL includes a two-pass transport of the 

beam with acceleration from injector to wiggler, fbllowed by energy mvery transport fiom wig& to 

dump. From that context, we discuss the g d  problem of muIti-pass energy-mvay beam 

transport for FELs. Tuneablq neady-isochronous, l a r g ~ m ~ ~  transport systems are 

required. The entire transport must preserve beam quality, particularly in the acceleration transport to 

the wiggler, and have low losses throughout the entire system Various possiile designs are presented, 

and results ofdynamic analps are discussed, 
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In trod uction 

The CEBAF Industrial FEL Demo [ 1 J is planned as a prototype and test bed for fbture high- 

power, high-efficiency, industrial-use FELs. It requires tuneable beam energies up to -200 MeV, with 

beam powers of -1 MW and peak aments of -200A Future practical applications will require cost- 

effectiveness and energy-efEciency7 and we incorporate into the Demo design features with these goals: 

multipass acceleration, which reduces the dent tor  structure hardware for minimal total construction 

costs, and energy-recovay dderation, wfich reduces the input power demands of the system. 

Table 1 summafizes the requiremeats of the FEL Demo driver accelerator. For these 

requirements we have designed the acceleraor system shown m F i p  1, and it consists of a 10 MeV 

photocathode-based injector, a 96 Mv CEBAF-styk SRF linac, and a twqass recirculation transport. 1 
’ c .  . . t-. 

This system accelerates thebeam h m  the injector through two passes ofthe linac to 200 MeV. The 

beam is then compressed and matched into the FEL wiggler, where it loss energy and greatly 

increases its energy spread while producing coherent light. The resulting beam is decompressed, 

returned into the linac, decelerated for energy recovery through two passes to -10 MeV, and then 

banderrexi into the dump. This two-pass design is a minimal configuration d e d  to demonstrate 

both recirculation and energy tecovery, key features wentd for W e  cost and energy efficient FEL 

drivers. 

In this paperwe discuss thebeam transport system forthe Demo, which is itselfa prototype fbr 

mdti-pass energy-recovery transport systems, and addresses the major diflicdties in such systems. For 

both passes of the Demo we rcquire tuneable, nearly--nous, large-momentum-amptance 

transport systems, P- ‘on of beam quality, and low-beam-loss (high acceptance) throughout 

the system. In the following section we discuss the transport design considerations. This is followed by 
4 . i . b .  
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discussion of several laitice types which we have considered in developing the FEL driver system. The 

current design and its variations are presented, and directions for Mer improvements are discussed. 

Lattice Design Considerations 

In the present Scenario, the beam is received h m  the injector with a relatively long bunch 

length. That bunch length is maintained through the first pass acceleration and 105 MeV return 

transport, which is isochronous ( M s = O ) .  In the second pass through the linac the beam is 

accelerated offkrest by +, - -ISo, so that a positiondependeat energy tilt is placed upon the beam: 

e -  
, :., 

The second arc transport (200 MeV) h m  linac to wiggler is nonisochronous, which means that 

position within the bunch changes, dependent on 

and is designed for cOmpreSSion to a higtEpeak aurent at the wiggler. In the linearized limit, this 

implies: eV&n&)Md&(21dA) * 1, or MM * -0.25m at our parameters. The beam is also focussed 

to a small transva spot size atthewiggler(J3~ 4 1 m). Transport to this 3-D focus must be obtained 

over the f3 momentum spread of the - 4 1  MeV) with minimal &ortion 

In the wiggler the beam loses energy in the FEX i n t d o n  and greatly increases its energy 

spread, to 8s much as AE = d 5  MeV. This beam bunch is lengthened by the nonisochronous return 
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transport to the linac, which places a positiondependent energy tilt upon the beam, while increasing 

the bunch length. That tilt is removed in offkrest deceleration through the first deceleration pass, 

where AE is reduced to < j: 1 MeV. Transversely, the beam is defocussed for matching back into the 

linac. This return transport is the inverse of the bunching process and requires similar transport 

properties, with the important difference that the enlarged AE must be accommodated. Following the 

(offkrest) first deceleration pass (third linac pass), the beam is returned through the 105 MeV return 

transport for a second (emxgy-mvery) deceleraton (on crest) to E - 10 MeV, where the beam is 

dumped. A critical requiremeslt in the deceleration transport is low-losses, which implies low- 

distortion, high-kluxpmm thoughout the systenr. 

Both passes require control of the chronicity M s  which is defined and evaluated to first order* ,>-. 

, 

where z mx is position within the bunch, q is the dispersion (q = a x  /CfAEE), where x is the 

transverse particle position), B is the bending field in the dipoles and Bp = p/e is the ngidily. This 

quantity is naturaUy several meters in a typical transport. In our case we desire it to be zero (for the 

105 MeV arc) or slishtly (MM - -0.25m) for bunch compression in the 200 MeV arc. In a 

bending arc, q and B am naturalty positivq and anaaual lattice would have an MS of s e v d  meters. 

To obtain the desired Ms the lattice must be perturt>ed, with the introduction of negative bends d o t  

negative q. 
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In addition to MM control, the transports must be achromatic (matched to t\ = dq/ds = 0). 

They must also be betatron-hction matched to obtain the correct beam-size envelopes. This means 

that the overall first order transport for the 105 MeV transport must be k& where I is a unity transport, 

and that a matched focus into and out of a small beam spot at the Wiggler must be obtained in the 200 

MeV tranport. These propedes must be maintained over the energy spread requirements (AE - 
rtlMeV in most of the machine, but AE - *SMeV in the 200 MeV return transport fiom the wiggler to 

linac.). Compression must be linear over that energy range; this sets limits on the nonlinear chronicity I 

order sextupole correction. Miflimizing higher order distortion implies comedon with datively weak 

satupoIes, which impli~judicious sextuple placement. The lattice must aIso fit within a compact * * ;.. 

footprint for cost controj; we have set a 1Om width as a design guidehe. 

For the Wr)emo FEZ+ we must design two retum transport arcs, and both the lowenergy 

(-105 MeV) and high-energy (-200 MeV) passes are ptotypes for transpolt system of gend 

utility, The 105 MeV transport is a ‘‘tmnsptransparerrt’ transfer line designed to image beam fiom the end of 

the linac to the beginning without changing the beam size or length, and without distortion In 

contrast, the 200 MeV line is designed to foars the beam both 1ongitudinaUy and transversety into a 

compressed size in the wiggler and to decompress it on return fiornthewiggler. 
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Particular Solutions 

In this section we discuss some particular approaches and solutions to this transport problem 

which we have explored. In these studies the program DIMAD[3] was used for lattice specification 

and second-order optics, and TLIE particle tracking [4] was used to study higher-order effects. 

The MIT-Bates recirculating linac [SI utilizes an arc design which meets our basic design 

specifications. The achromatic, isochronous transport line (see Fig. 2) consists of two half-chicanes 

separated by a main 180' bend. Dispersion suppression is provided by the horizontal imaging 

propaties of the main dipole; proper selection of the dipole bead radii, b e d  angles and separation of 

the dipoles also provides Ms control. X ~ I  particular the negative bend in the second chicane dipole, 

where q isdativdy large, coupled with a small q in the 1800 bend pennitsM~ - 0. Fine tuning of& ' 

can be achieved by introducing a pair of quadrupole doublet trims between the halfchicanes and the 

main dipoles. Chromatic abmations, including T s  are s u p p r e s s e d  by a judicious choice of gross 

sy~lem parametas, and through use of&o firnilis OfCtKomatic conection sextupo~es. 

. .  

' c .  . . i - .  

The Bates recimhtor has a ~~III momentum accqmce of 6%; this is adequate for many FEL 

driver applications. W e  have generated genemlly-usefbl designs based on it, but we have found the 

following limitations. Designs with acceptable chromatic behavior for the 200 MeV arc tend to be 

somewhat large transvw (greater than our 10 m desired width goal). Narrower designs tended to 

have a ~ertical chromatic aberration gemming excessive @,k+W?), and correction of this is difficult 

because the simple layout provides few distinct locations fbr corredion sextupoles. F i i ,  large- 

etlergy acceptance designs had large dispersions (@ of several meters in some locations, requiring 

undesirably large-apature magnets. 
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the FEL design effort w e  have invented an extension of the Bates arc, which is designed to 

overcome these limitations, and which is nicknamed the ''Virginia Reel"(see Fig. 2). Like the Bates 

arc, dispersion and chronicity control are obtained by the dipole geometry rather than through 

quadrupole focussing. Unlike the Bates arc, the orbit geometry is managed in a gentler and more 

periodic m e r .  Specifically, rather than a single pair of chicane dipoles leading to and fiom a single 

main dipole, the Virginia Reel has a sequence of chicanes (4 dipoles) leadhg tdfiom a four-cell 

achromatic FODO arc, whch has a 3600 betatron phase advance. The use of multiple chicanes reduces 

the maximum q to -lm, and reduces the chicane bend angles and radii; thechn>matic abenations are 

therefore reduced to manageable levels. As in the Bates case, q and B are of opposite signs in the 

chicane dipoles and this counteracts the tWudIy poSitiVc& of the FOLX) arc, pennining tuneable 

The use of a FODO arc, with sextupole pkement within the BCCS, provides opportunities for 

use of second-order achromatic symmepes in the implementatl 'on of chromatic correction schemes. 

The nodinear lattice is therefore more easilymaaaged than in other  case^. The principal deficiency in 

the V i  Reel is the *large space required to accommodate the multiple chicanes, and the 

substquentfy large arc footprint. Another disadvantage is the relatively large number of magnetic 

ei-. 

A more comp8cf geomtryfbr a m  arc can be obtairaed Simpryby a String of tbur FODO 

CeIk (w3-Fig. Z), each coI1sisting of two quads and two dipoles, which can be obtained by removing 

the chicanes in the VirginiaRd. With 9oQ betatron phase advance per &I, this would be a natural 

achromat, but would have a large positive Mx. However, the quad strengths can be symmetricaly 

perturbed so as to create a dispersion wave, with relative@ &e negative values in some of the dipoles, 
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and the perturbation can obtain an achromat with a small tuneable chronicity (MM fi: 0). Thus, we have 

designed a four-cell “PertuM FODO” lattice for the FEL. However, with only four cells and 

relatively tight bending, the q perturbation produces a very large betatron-hction wave (beam-size 

oscillation). Also the sextupole correction possibilities are limited, and the overall chromatic behavior 

for large bE/E was somewhat disappointing. 

Acornpact, ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ a ‘ ‘ r ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ ,  

originaIly developed by Amhy and Pdegrini. [6] This lattice consists of achromatic cells, each of 

which consists of a large positive bend, a set of matching quads (4 in initial designs), and a negative 

bend, followed by a mirror image set of matching quads and positive bend (see Fig. 2). The 

c o m b i o n  ofsmall dispersion (q) at beangle bends and b e  (tuneable) q at s m a ~  negativebends ;.*?-. 

leads to nearly zero but negative Ms. F o r t h e m  an arccoflsistjag oftwo such cells was designed, 

with positive bends of 48.5’ and reverse bends of 70, and found to have adequate dynamic behavior 

* <  

and to fit within a reasonably compact footprint. 

A disadnmge of this configuration is the relativety large number of individual elements, which 

variation on this two-cell geometry with broader MS tuneabiity has been designed in which the reverse 

bends are removed, and the quads patubed f b m  the two-cell symmetry to obtain negative (tuneable) 

dispersion at the interior dipoles of the t w d  geometry. With this perturbation,. both positive and 

negative MM can be ohined. This sdution is more than adequate for the chromatic requirements of 

the transport to thewiggIer(AE = 1 MeV) overthe fdl Ms range. 
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Current Design and Discussion 

In Figure 1 we display the C U K ~ I I ~  FEL accelerator design, as presented in the 1995 Conceptual 

design report.[2] The complete design includes the injector, 95 MeV linac, and the two-pass transport 

for acceleration to the wiggler and energy-recovery deceleration to the beam dump. Injection, muIti- 

pass beam combination, separation and extmdion are managed in tmeable'dipole chicanes, which 

allow independent energy adjustment in each line. 

The present design uses Bates-typ arcs tbr the IOS-MeVtranSport and a reverse-bend arc as 

the basis for the 200 MeV line. The 105 MeV line collsists of arcs with a 1800 central bend and two 

M-chicanes with plus and minus 20' bends, and these are manged to obtain isochonous and 

a~hromatic motion. TIE straight section contains three quai ~ ~ 1 %  with the overa~ x-y transport' 

fittcdtoa-Imatrix 

The 2OeMeV fmnsport is the outer loop of Figwe 1. The ZOO-MeV lit= carries the beam 

around the high-energy arc fiom the linac to the wiggler and returns it for energy recovery. This 

transport is n 0 n - m -  to enable bunchjng and debunching, and it must accept a large eneigy 

spread, parti- in the beam exiting the wiggler, and have broad hmeabity in transverse and 

longitudinal focuSing. The present design meets these requirements. The 2OeMeV arcs are based on 

a two-cell reverse bend configuration The arc quads can be varied to change the chronicity MS by 

S.05 by minor reftmings, and to obtain M% = 0 f 0.30 with larger changes. The complete lattice 

&lud& the *on and p&length adjustment chicanes as wd as matching transports into 

both W and R wigglers. Figure 1 includes the bypass transport into the IR wiggler, which is parallel 

to thew wiggler. 
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Note that in figure 1 the reverse-bends have been removed in the transport to the wiggler. This 

enables broader chronicity tuning, over MM= f 0.3. From rf considerations it has been shown that 

opposite signs of MM in the transports to and fiom the wiggier, respectively, may be more stable [7], 

and this modification permits this variant operation 

F~uther development and modification of this lattice is expected as the project progresses 

toward construction. while the 105 MeV line has more than adequate linearity for onaest accelerated 

and decelerated beam (AE - AI MeV), variant rfopedon [q would require off?& operation with a 

Iarger energy aperture (AE -S MeV). Our stu&es indicate that an darged energy aperture could be 

obtained with weaker bending, and W e  studies will explore this d o n  The 200 MeV arcs appear 

to have more dements than necessary. The four quads per revase-bed haff-cell should be adequateiy : : ; - i d -  

replaced by triplets, and the number of matching quads could be reduced. The lattice is also being 

adapted for optimal magnet design cumhints. lledud and simplified configurations will be 

explored. Confqpations @y cW&-ent h r n  the present options should also be developed and 

studied. CoS.lective effects studies, such as space-charge and coherent radiation, as well as rfstabiiv 

considerations may also modify the transport requirements and demand fiuther design variations. 
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Figure 1. Overview of FEL Driver Accelerator, showing 10 MeV injector, 96 M V  linac, first-pass 

recirculation transport for 105 MeV beam, and second-pass transport which takes 200 MeV beam to 

the UV or IR EEL wiggler and returns it to the L i i  for energy recovery. 

Figure 2. Layout plots for return arcs of candidate lattices - Bates-type arc, V i  red, perturt>ed 

FODO, two-cell reverse&&. 
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Table 1 - FEL Accelerator Pamameters 

Electron Energy 

Aderatortype 
E 200 MeV 

0.2 PS 

! 
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